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FIG. 1. (a) Grid of SST anomaly patches (contours) and standard
deviation of Jan monthly mean SST (0.5 K, light shading; and 1.0
K, dark shading). The 0.75-K contour is shown for each anomaly
patch. SST anomaly patches with central latitudes of 12.568, 4.198,
24.198, and 212.568 (positive north) each have central longitudes
of 264.3758, 230.6258, 196.8758, 163.1258, 129.3758, and 95.6258
(positive east). Patches with central latitudes of 8.378, 0.08, and
28.378 each have central longitudes of 247.58, 213.758, 180.08,
146.258, 112.58, and 78.758. (b) Cross section in longitude through
the peaks of the northernmost row of SST anomaly patches. Circles
denote the model’s Gaussian grid points. Solid line is the sum of
these patches, illustrating that the individual patches add up to a
‘‘plateau.’’

1608E)—shows up repeatedly as the most effective re-
gion of SST forcing for many remote targets. Clearly
this underscores the need to improve prediction of SST
anomalies in Niño-4. Niño-4 is not the whole story,
however. Our method can, and does, detect other sen-
sitive areas of forcing. For example, precipitation in
several regions such as the northwestern United States
and Indonesia are most sensitive to SSTs outside of
Niño-4.
The physical interpretation of the sensitivities we will

show relies on understanding the basic chain of events
leading from tropical SST anomalies to the global at-
mospheric response in this model. Ignoring many com-
plexities, this chain of events can be described as fol-
lows. First the prescribed SST anomalies cause local
changes in the low-level temperatures, winds, and hu-
midity, usually leading to precipitation anomalies in the
vicinity of the SST anomaly. These precipitation anom-
alies (mostly convective) are associated with deep latent
heating and upper-level divergence anomalies that ex-
cite equatorial Rossby and Kelvin waves, spreading the
influence throughout the Tropics. The resulting precip-
itation anomalies throughout the Tropics force extra-
tropical Rossby waves, both directly via upper-level di-
vergence and through the effect of the divergent wind
on climatological vorticity gradients (Sardeshmukh and
Hoskins 1988). These Rossby waves spread the influ-
ence globally, interacting with the climatological mean
flow, orography, and transient eddies along the way.
Analysis of these runs involves several important

technical issues arising mainly from the relatively small
signal-to-noise ratio of the response to each SST patch.
In essence, to increase the statistical significance of the
features shown we have reduced the spatial resolution
of the sensitivities by applying a statistically based
smoother. The amount of smoothing depends on the
signal-to-noise ratio of each target. In general the

smoothing is lighter for tropical targets and more severe
for midlatitude targets. We address these issues in sec-
tion 3 of this paper.
Our GCM runs may be formally viewed as deter-

mining the ‘‘Green’s function’’ for the atmospheric re-
sponse to tropical SST anomalies. The underlying as-
sumption is that the seasonal (and longer-term) mean
response to any large-scale SST pattern may be ex-
pressed as a linear combination of the responses to our
localized SST patches. Borrowing a term from statistical
physics, we call this ‘‘coarse-grain’’ linearity. Although
the governing equations of the full GCM are nonlinear,
quantities that have been averaged in space and time
may be dominated by linear dynamics. We test this hy-
pothesis by comparing combinations of the individual
responses to separate GCM simulations with SST anom-
alies of larger scale. The evidence presented in section
4 supports coarse-grain linearity over large parts of the
globe. To be sure, our Green’s function approach only
approximates the full GCM response. Still, it is a major
conceptual simplification that enables one to anticipate
the response to a much larger set of SST anomaly pat-
terns than is possible through direct simulations.
The Green’s function approach to the study of trop-

ical–extratropical interactions goes back at least as far
as Simmons et al. (1983). They applied a grid of lo-
calized vorticity forcing anomalies in a barotropicmodel
(run at small, linear amplitudes) and plotted a map that
qualitatively showed the sensitivity of the response to
the forcing location. Branstator (1985) made the Green’s
function approach explicit when he applied single-grid-
point forcing anomalies in a barotropic model linearized
about the January basic state taken from a GCM. He
also computed sensitivity maps for midlatitude targets,
finding that atmospheric heating in the region around
and north of Indonesia were particularly effective at
forcing height anomalies over North America. Newman
and Sardeshmukh (1998) have to date conducted the
most comprehensive sensitivity analysis of this type
with a linear barotropic model, with particular emphasis
on how the most sensitive areas of forcing change with
season.
In a baroclinic setting, several scientists have inves-

tigated the sensitivity of the midlatitude response to the
location of tropical forcing without explicitly computing
a Green’s function. A notable early example is Simmons
(1982). Building on this early work, Ting and Sardesh-
mukh (1993) investigated the linear baroclinic response
of the atmosphere to localized heating anomalies at var-
ious longitudes on the equator. For the observed De-
cember–February (DJF) basic state they found that the
midlatitude response was modal in character, dominated
by a single spatial pattern. A nodal line in the forcing
was found at 1208E longitude–that is, forcing slightly
west or east of this nodal line resulted in responses of
opposite sign over the Pacific–North American (PNA)
region. However the structure of the modal response,
as well as its sensitivity to forcing near 1208E, was quite
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Why Green’s functions?
Understand pattern-driven changes in radiative feedbacks 

Expand our thinking beyond local radiative feedbacks 

Gives us one branch of the many causal loops of the full coupled system 

When they “fail,” that can teach us something too.



What do we need for a GFMIP Protocol?
Background state 
- What climatology (recent obs vs. piControl) 
- How many years should one run the climatology to get flux averages? 

Patch setup 
- Amplitude 
- Size 
- Location 
- Shape 
- # of years run 

Other sst patterns? 

Output to save/publish 
- Just Jacobians, or also full patches?
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Figure 1. Zonal-mean (a) and convective (b) subcloud moist static energy (MSE) over land (red) and ocean (blue).
Subcloud MSE is derived from ERA-Interim, and rainfall is from TRMM. Daily data from 2001 to 2014 are used. The
convective subcloud MSE is determined by weighting the subcloud MSE at each longitude with the corresponding
rainfall within each latitudinal band of 0.75! wide.

Deep convection transports boundary layer air upward into the free troposphere. Once the free troposphere
is filled with buoyant air originating from the warm and humid boundary layer, it suppresses upward
motion in the colder regions, establishing a threshold for convection. More quantitatively, the constraint
from atmospheric dynamics can be expressed as a combination of convective quasi-equilibrium (QE) and
weak temperature gradient (WTG) (Byrne & O'Gorman, 2013a), subsequently referred to as QE-WTG. Strict
quasi-equilibrium assumes that convection maintains the subcloud MSE equal to the saturated MSE aloft
in the free troposphere (e.g., Arakawa & Schubert, 1974; Emanuel, 2007) (The saturated MSE only strongly
depends on the air temperature). Weak temperature gradient states that the free troposphere cannot sustain
substantial horizontal temperature gradients due to the smallness of the Coriolis parameter in the trop-
ics (e.g., Charney, 1963; Sobel & Bretherton, 2000). Consequently, at the limit of strict quasi-equilibrium
and zero temperature gradient, simultaneously convecting regions, regardless of over land or ocean, should
have the same subcloud MSE, which we refer to as the MSE threshold for convection. While previous stud-
ies (Byrne & O'Gorman, 2013a, 2013b, 2018) evaluate the QE-WTG picture with the large-scale mean MSE
over land and ocean, we argue that QE-WTG should be evaluated only in the regions where deep con-
vection couples the MSE in the subcloud layer to the free troposphere and does not apply to the regions
where the sublcoud MSE is too low to reach the threshold for convection. Leveraging the aforementioned
rainfall-weighting method, we are able show that QE-WTG apply to each latitude in the observations,
even on a daily timescale, and there is a clear breakdown of the theoretical picture around 20! in both
hemispheres.

The zonal-mean subcloud MSE (Figure 1a) peaks around the equator reflecting the annual mean solar forc-
ing, whereas the convective subcloud MSE (Figure 1b) is roughly uniform throughout the inner tropics and
very similar between land and ocean, reflecting the weak horizontal temperature gradients in the free tropo-
sphere. The sharp dropoff at about 20! in both hemispheres indicates where the Coriolis effect is no longer
negligible and QE-WTG breaks down. Note that this emerging latitudinal range where QE-WTG work is
consistent with the latitudinal range where the free tropospheric temperature variations are order 1 K (e.g.,
Fueglistaler et al., 2009). Conversely, the width of the equatorial wave guide is much narrower (e.g., Chiang
& Lintner, 2005; Chiang & Sobel, 2002). As a result, rainfall in the subtropics can occur either at very low
subcloud MSE when induced by the extratropical eddies (Funatsu & Waugh, 2008) or at very high subcloud
MSE during the South Asian monsoon, which creates the peak in the convective MSE around 25! N over
land (Boos & Kuang, 2010). Using subcloud MSE derived from MERRA2 instead of ERA-Interim does not
change this result (Figure S2). The contrast between the mean and the convective subcloud MSE resolves the
aforementioned inconsistency between the strict QE-WTG theory and the realistic simulations mentioned
in Byrne and O'Gorman (2013b); convection only occurs in the part of the domain where the subcloud MSE
is high enough to reach the tropically uniform MSE threshold of about 343 J/g shown in Figure 1b, and
in the part of the domain that is not convecting, subcloud MSE is not coupled to the free troposphere and
therefore can differ between land and ocean.
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GFMIP Protocol
Control simulation 
- What climatology - recent obs, because it allows for intermodel comparison? 
- How many years to run the climatology to get flux averages? - even 10 years is enough? 

Patch setup 
- Amplitude - both positive and negative needed? 
- Size/location - more work needed to figure out how to account for resulting asymmetry 
- Shape - potential advantage to non-overlapping patches? 
- # of years run - 10 for 4 temp levels (or 20 for 2 temp levels) 

Other sst patterns? - Uniform, especially -4, -2, +2, +4, to help us get the global response when doing 
abrupt4x? 

Output to save/publish 
- Just Jacobians, or also full patches?


